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Follow Luna Star as sheÂ communicates with guides, accomplishes miraculous remote healings,

assists loved ones in the transition to death, and enjoysÂ a romance that is literally out of this

world.Â Â Luna&apos;s life out of body will help you to expand your consciousness and push your

boundaries past the physical world. This book offers hope that no matter Â how crazy our

day-to-day lives get, we have another choice and that is to take a mini vacation in the astral

planes.Â 
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Just finished this journey into the astral worlds... Wow. It's opened my mind to what's possible when

paying attention to the deepest realms of our being. Luna Star Van Atta weaves her incredible life

experiences into a heart rendering tale that reads like a novel. Her impressions in the physic-astral

planes are spot on much of the time. The fact that she has worked with government officials in

remote viewing demonstrates a skill level that exceeds ordinary perception. Her book is life altering

for me... it validates intuition and relationships that far exceed time & space, making the idea of

death obsolete. There is more to our human capabilities than we typically dream possible. A must

read for the believer and skeptic alike.

Captivating content. It is an amazing look at Lunaâ€™s experiences. I didnâ€™t know much about

Astral Travel and Remote Viewing at all. And I found the book easy to understand and fascinating!

This book really pushed my boundaries and taught me so much. I found myself wanting to



experience more. Thanks Luna for a thought provoking look at out of body experiences. I canâ€™t

wait for your next book!

Fascinating read! Luna's experiences with astral travel certainly grabbed my attention from

beginning to end. I learned a lot, but am anxious to seek more information about this aspect of our

inner being. Highly recommend as a source of understanding a level of existence most of us never

know much about.

Just finished this great newly published book by Luna Star Van Atta. Honest, moving, informative

and rich, I highly recommend this book for any spiritual seeker looking to connect with God in a

deeper way. This author, who functioned in the business world as a consummate professional,

reveals her secret world outside the realms of the human form. Profound, breaking ground material!

Thank you Luna!

A valuable book for its honest portrayal of Astral travel, Remove viewing and intuitive healing. The

author's genuine concern for others and her passion for helping people heal shines from every

page. This book is supportive for anyone seeking to understand their own out of body experiences.

A fascinating and uplifting book - couldn't put it down.

I loved this book, although some nights I couldn't go to bed because I was so afraid of what she

encountered as the secret astral traveler. This book was full of insights about our government and

how they used astral travelers in our government espionage. The astral sex part - talk about safe

sex. I couldn't believe it, but I'm going to try it out this weekend. It was also a very intimate story

about having to say goodbye to someone you love. Can't wait for the next The Secret Life of ....

I loved getting to know about Luna's spiritual and psychic life. I'm so glad she shared her amazing

inner experiences with us. The book has very positive, loving and uplifting quality. I was fascinated

by the descriptions of the remote viewing work that she did for law enforcement. I recommend you

read it!

I loved Luna's book! I just got it today and I read it all in one day, couldn't put it down! A book filled

with life's ups and downs, love, adventure and hope. Luna's writing encouraged me to rethink some

of my life's experiences, to see things in a new light and to have the courage to explore something



new!
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